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VITEC Streamlines IPTV, Digital Signage, and Video Wall
Workflows at ISE 2019
VITEC’s Professional, Broadcast-Grade EZ TV IPTV and Digital Signage
Ecosystem Allows Organizations to Drive High-Quality, Eye-Catching
Experiences to Any Display
PARIS — Jan. 16, 2019 — VITEC, a worldwide leader in advanced video encoding and
streaming solutions, today announced it will showcase the latest capabilities for its awardwinning EZ TV IPTV & Digital Signage Platform at ISE 2019. The chosen solution for sports and
entertainment venues, enterprise, government, and military agencies in Europe and the U.S.,
EZ TV’s comprehensive feature set enables any organization to centrally manage and stream
HD, low-latency, in-house feeds and TV channels, as well as create eye-catching digital signage
and video walls for distribution to any displays through a facility.
“We’re seeing more outdated RF-based facilities being transformed by EZ TV,” said Bruno
Teissier, international sales and marketing director, VITEC. “Not only is the platform bringing
them into the IPTV world, it’s also improving OPEX, supporting HD and even 4K as they explore
future capabilities, and allowing users and fans to access digital media from any screen — TVs,
PCs, or mobile devices — and have the video-on-demand experience they crave. ISE 2019 is
the perfect opportunity for VITEC to discuss with attendees how EZ TV’s latest innovations can
simplify deployment and management of projects involving IPTV, digital signage, and video wall
content.”
VITEC’s EZ TV IPTV & Digital Signage Platform is ideal for the ever-changing video, marketing,
and sales requirements of today's sports venues as well as for the secure dissemination and
content management of full-motion video streams and offline files for enterprise and missioncritical applications and government agencies. Designed to integrate seamlessly with any IT
environment and run on all types of networks — LAN, WAN, and wireless — EZ TV can be
rapidly deployed and is intuitive to operate and maintain for any-size project. With centralized
creation, distribution, and monitoring of live and on-demand content and digital signage, the
platform streamlines the process of linear and non-linear workflows. Its network-agnostic,
modular architecture allows organizations to easily upgrade legacy systems or deploy a turnkey
IPTV and signage solution for a new build, at a fraction of the cost of traditional digital signage

solutions. For sports and entertainment facilities, EZ TV can offer the most advanced fan
experience while reducing CAPEX and OPEX often associated with legacy solutions.
The platform's video wall capability simplifies deployment and management of projects. VITEC's
video wall processors are 100-percent hardware-based, feature low-latency native playback of
IPTV streams up to 4K, and support interactive content and imagery transformations. More than
50 displays can be managed from a single processor, including nonstandard layouts and
resolutions of TVs and LED walls.
With the rapid adoption of video streaming and recording workflows, organizations increasingly
face challenges related to storing, searching, and playing back valuable assets effectively. EZ
TV's new Media Library module enables users to find, tag, edit, organize, store, search, and
share media files quickly. Featuring a user-intuitive HTML5 interface, its powerful tools
streamline media processes from live streaming to recording, archiving, and collaboration,
easily allowing users to manage a full digital video experience across an entire venue.
More information on VITEC's full line of products is available at www.vitec.com.
###
About VITEC
VITEC is a leading worldwide end-to-end video streaming solutions provider for broadcast, military and
government, enterprise, sports and entertainment venues, and houses of worship. Combining
broadcasting with live streaming capabilities, VITEC’s H.265 (HEVC) and H.264 offering is the most
extensive in the market with encoding and decoding appliances, IPTV solutions for desktops and mobile
devices, and PCI cards with SDK for integration projects. VITEC's intuitive digital video solutions can be
tailored to each customer's unique market needs, delivering easy-to-use technology that ensures highquality, low-latency HD video, capturing live and recorded events for seamless distribution in a multitude
of formats anytime, anywhere, to any device.
Since 1988, VITEC has been a pioneer in the design and manufacture of hardware and software for video
encoding, decoding, transcoding, recording, conversion, archiving, and streaming over IP. In keeping with
the company’s tradition of innovation, VITEC is the first company to bring bandwidth-efficient HEVC
compression technology into the field with portable streaming appliances.
All company and product names used herein may be trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their
respective owners. © 2019 VITEC
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